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 Fix List 291118                 
 

                 

                       Minor B Shield Final 
Sunday Dec 2nd@11am                                                                   Venue Kilkerley                                 

Clan Na Gael  V  Hunterstown Rvs   

               

  Minor Championship Final 
Sunday Dec 9th                      Time and Venue To Be Decided                      

Cooley Kickhams  V  Geraldines   

 

                       Minor A Shield Final 
Sunday Dec 9th                     Time and Venue To Be Decided                                            

Kilkerley Emmets  V  ORaghallaighs/O.Plunkets   

 

          

 

        Louth Ladies Championship Regulations 
1. A team obtaining a postponement of any fixture must play the game before the  scheduled date  of the said match. 

2. Both Teams must confirm by email that they agree to getting the game postponed. 
Penalty Forfeiture of game and Award to opposing team. 

 

3.    The team agreeing to the postponement must play the game within the time limit of this rule.  

Penalty Forfeiture of game and Award to opposing team. 
If both teams fail to play the game within the time limit of this rule, then both teams forfeit the game. 

 
4.The Referee will have the final say as to whether or not a game goes ahead after a pitch inspection which may be 

required due to weather conditions.Alternatively the home team must provide an alternative pitch or play the game at 

the opposing venue. 

5.At no time is a club to rearrange a match by contacting the referee.     
6.(a)Five Substitutions Only Allowed (u12 unlimited) 

    (b)Also there are only Seven Mentors including a Physio allowed on the sideline. 

    (c).Minor C’Ship-Unlimited substitutes up until knockout stage of competition.**** 

 

                     See also Blood Sub Rule as per Official Guide –Rule 400 to 407. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.All final positions in groups if teams end up on equal points,will be based on (a)  by score difference b) Head to Head 
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If teams cannot be still separated a play-off will be then necessary,which will include extra time ,and if necessary a 

penalty “points”shoot out.            
8.Linesmen will be appointed for the knockout stages of the Championship’s. 

 

******************************************************************** 
                                        Louth Ladies Competition Regulations 
 

3. A team obtaining a postponement of any fixture must play the game before the  scheduled date  of the said match.  

4. Both Teams must confirm by email that they agree to getting the game postponed. 
Penalty Forfeiture of game and Award to opposing team. 

3.    The team agreeing to the postponement must play the game within the time limit of this rule.  
Penalty Forfeiture of game and Award to opposing team. 
If both teams fail to play the game within the time limit of this rule, then both teams forfeit the game. 

 
4.The Referee will have the final say as to whether or not a game goes ahead after a pitch inspection which may be required 
due to weather conditions.Alternatively the home team must provide an alternative pitch or play the game at the opposing 
venue. 
5.At no time is a club to rearrange a match by contacting the referee. 
 
6.Failure to field or to give 48hrs notice of not fielding in any competition will incur a €50 Penalty.    

                  
7.Extra Time & Penalty Points Shoot Out Applies in all Semi Finals. 

************************************************************************* 

  
CHANGES TO THIS NOTIFICATION ARE NOT PERMITTED WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL   

THE FIXTURES SECRETARY (Angela O’Neill).ON BEHALF OF LOUTH LADIES CO.BOARD. 

 

      Tel:0871468868       email:fixturessec.louthlgfa@gmail.com 

 

Is Mise 

Angela O’Neill 
Angela Ó’Neill,  

Fixtures Secretary 

Louth Ladies Co.Board. 

tel:0871468868

